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Never before have VICs so much to offer visitors, contacts and stakeholders. And it’s never been more
important to show them the VIC Network’s value both individually and collectively. As well as this, the VIC
network identified a need for a standardised way to collect statistics.

The gathering of data is vital to demonstrate the following;
1. The value of the role that Visitor Information Centres perform
2. The value of the VIC network as a whole
3. To demonstrate to Council, Regional Tourism Organisations, State Government, Local Tourism

Operators, residents and visitors the value and therefore the worth of the VICs
4. To substantiate the reasons for Stakeholders to engage and do business with VICs

This document has been written to assist in the understanding of the collection of data and to highlight the
importance of this role. This process will commence in September 2018.

The ultimate aim is to collect total net revenue, total operating costs, total volunteer hours per year along
with other relevant information at the time once per year. And, visitor numbers across all forms as
currently on a monthly basis.

The visitor data collected each month will be aggregated and reported upon annually each financial year.
The data can also be reported upon at various intervals throughout this period.   The collection of the first
set of data will commence in September 2018 through to June 2018.

The request for data is grouped into the following sections which are explained further in the following
pages;

MONTHLY DATA COLLECTION:
1. Total visitor numbers that engaged with your VIC
2. Where your visitors came from
3. General comments for the preceding month

ANNUAL DATA COLLECTION:
1. Sales and Revenue
2. Operational Cost
3. Volunteer Hours

NOTE: The collection of data is not going to be 100% accurate all of the time.   Different circumstances
create different variables however as time goes by the method of collecting data will become more
accurate; meanwhile we are retrieving substantial data that will assist us all.
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MONTHLY DATA COLLECTION
(this is generally what you are currently doing)

1. Total VIC Visitor Numbers – visitors that engaged with your VIC
To determine the number of visitors using the VICs and therefore the relevancy of the ‘bricks and mortar’
centres we ask the following questions;

 Number of walk-in visitors
This is how many people use your physical centre. Count everyone who visits not just the person you
talk to. E.g. if your visitor is travelling in a party of 5, you would record ‘5’ as your visitor numbers for
that group.

 Number of phone enquiries
A simple method is to manually record the calls as many of you already do.

 Number of Unique Visitors/Users to your tourism website or web page
This request seeks to find out how many unique visitors or users visit your tourism website or tourism
web page on your Council, RTO, LTO website over a given period. It’s the tracking of those looking at
your site. This information is available for all websites you should request from your organisation’s I.T
person or website developer

 Email enquiries
This is the number of enquiries received by email, whether it be from the website, your local council or
operators; the enquiry is received by email. A simple way to is to count the  email responses in your
‘Sent’ box.

 Social Enquiries
This is the number of enquiries received by all social platforms, Facebook, Trip Advisor, Google etc

 Other:
This request is to cover off on all other enquiry options not included above. For example, online
Webchat or Chatbot or other.

2. Where your visitors came from
In order to make practical use of the data, we have to have consistency in the details collected.  In the
monthly statistics survey we send you, you will see a break-down of set regions per state.  Most of you
already do this.

As with visitor numbers, you may only get to speak with 25% of all visitors that walk through the door and
so it is reasonable to suggest that if 100 people walk through the door and you speak with just 25 of them
and half were from NSW and half from Victoria then overall 50 of the 100 would come from NSW and 50
from Victoria.   Until as such time as we can refine the method of collecting this data (and you may already
have an accurate system in place) this interpretation will be fine.
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The questions we seek data on is “How many VIC visitors came from/are …”:
I. A Local Resident – a local resident may live 5 or 50 kilometres from the VIC depending on your

region; regardless, the result will inform the use & value of VICs for the local community.
Whether a visitor is a local resident will be at the discretion of the VIC staff.

II. New South Wales
III. Victoria
IV. Queensland
V. South Australia

VI. Northern Territory
VII. Australian Capital Territory

VIII. Tasmania
IX. Overseas/International

3. General Comments
We will include this section so that you may provide anecdotal information or reason for the peak or trough
in your visitor numbers. For example: in September/October, the Wirrarri VIC would comment that the
spike in 10,000 visitors is due to the Birdsville Races event.

ANNUAL DATA COLLECTION

Thank you to those who have provided income and cost figures at various times. We would like to formalise
the collection of these figures annually. One of the great benefits of this information is to benchmark costs
across the state to allow each VIC to see how they are going against a state average.

Be assured these figures will never be given to anyone or individually disclosed. They will only be used to
aggregate the total state figures and value.

Closer to the time, we will provide information to assist you to collect the following data:

1. VIC Sales & Revenue
For bench-marking purposes, the following will be collected annually:

a. Total annual nett revenue generated through Tourism Product sales
b. Total annual revenue generated through Merchandise sales

2. Total Operational Costs
This would include total gross operational costs that is budgeted for by the VIC. e.g. if the building and

maintenance is provided by council this would not be an operational cost to the VIC and wouldn’t be
included in the total operational costs.

3. Total Volunteer Hours per year
This includes the total number of volunteer hours calculated for the VIC.   A simple way to do this is review
your volunteer roster.  To calculate:

(Number of employees X Number of shifts per week X Number of hours per shift) X 52 weeks per year
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Things to Note:
When compiling and submitting your data please keep in mind the following;

I. Enter numbers only, save your comments for the comment section - The majority of information
submitted is going to be numbers in a General or Currency format. Please refrain from adding text
to these answers as it disrupts the automated formulas allocated to individual cells. The
“Comments” section at the bottom of the monthly submission is where text comments should be
added.

II. The request for statistics will automatically be sent on the 7th day of each month with a reminder
sent on the 21st day of each month.

III. Once statistics have been input and submitted they cannot be altered as this may impair the
integrity of the data. The survey can be submitted only once per VIC.

IV. An automated receipt of data submitted is not sent once you hit the submit button.   A suggestion
would be to print the screen page prior to submission to keep a record of this data.

V. For this data to reflect the true value of the VIC network all VICs need to contribute.   This is also in
line with the requirements of visitor information centre accreditation.

Thank you
Thank you for your assistance, we appreciate this may look to be an onerous task, however we don’t
believe it will be significantly more than you are already doing and the results will benefit everyone
involved in the VIC network.  Don’t hesitate to call us for any clarification.

CONTACT:
Melanie Sands at info@visitqueensland.com.au or on 0459 992 030 or
Wayne Clift at wclift@visitqueensland.com.au or : 0408 228 041


